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We propose a notion of quantum weak mixing for the wave group of a compact
Riemannian manifold and study some of its properties. It is a semi-classical notion
and can occur despite the descreteness of the spectrum of the Laplacian. The main
results are the behaviour of quantum weak mixing under products, and the relation
to weak mixing of the classical limit (geodesic flow). The article is a continuation of
a previous paper and also develops some recent work of Sunada on quantum
ergodicity.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
The purpose of this article is to define a quantum analogue of weak mixing
for Hamiltonian dynamical systems, and to study its relation to classical
weak mixing in the semi-classical limit. This notion of quantum weak mixing
is analogous to the definition of quantum ergodicity proposed in [Su] and
[Z3, 5] (see also [Sn], [Cv], [Z1]), and is more or less implicit in [Z2].
We will show that it behaves well under products, and is equivalent to classi-
cal weak mixing plus an additional condition on the transition amplitudes
(Sect. 2). This latter condition stems from the fact that the spectral measures
of the classical flow can be expressed in terms of the semi-classical limits of
the transition amplitudes (Sect. 3). As a result, one can also formulate the
condition of strong classical mixing (or any other spectral property) in terms
of quantum transition amplitudes.
To fix ideas, we will assume the Hamiltonian system is the geodesic flow
G t of a compact riemannian manifold (M, g), and the quantum Hamiltonian
is - 2, 2 being the Laplacian. We will use the notations:
- 2.=*j .
(.i , .j) =$ij
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6*= 
*j*
.j.j*
N(*)=*[ j : *j*]
9m=the space of m th order pseudo-differential operators
Ut=exp it - 2
Let us first recall the definition of quantum ergodicity and the relevant
results. It involves the operator time average
A =w& lim
T  
1
2T |
T
&T
Ut*AUt dt (weak operator limit)
and its space average, the constant
(A) = lim
*  
1
N(*)
:
*j*
(A.j , .j)
=
1
+(S*M) |S*M _A d+
where d+ is the Liouville measure on S*M and _A is of course the principal
symbol of A. The last equality above is a simple, well-known result (see
Sect. 1.)
Definition [Su, Z3, 5]. - 2 (or e it - 2) is quantum ergodic if, for any
A # 90,
A =(A) Id+K
where &6* K6*&2HS=o(N(*)) as *  . Here, & } &HS is the HilbertSchmidt
norm. Equivalently, if
(A *A )=|(A) | 2
([Su, Lemma 2.1]).
It is shown in ([Sn], [Z1, Z2], [CV], [Su]) that classical ergodicity of
Gt implies quantum ergodicity of e it - 2. The converse direction is still open.
In ([Z2], [Su]) it is also shown that classical ergodicity implies
(\=)(_$) lim
*  
1
N(*)
:
0<|*j&*k|<$
j, k
*j , *k*
|(A.j , .k) | 2<= (V)
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or equivalently
lim
T  
(AT* AT)=(A *A )
where
AT=
1
2T |
T
&T
Ut*AUt dt
([Su, Lemma 2.2]). Sunada has shown conversely that quantum ergodicity
plus (V) imply classical ergodicity [Su, Theorem 2].
The definition of quantum weak-mixing will involve the fourier coefficients
A T ({)=
1
2T |
T
&T
e&it {Ut*AUt dt
and the weak operator limit
A ({)=w-lim
1
2T |
T
&T
e&it {Ut*AUt dt.
Just as A =A (0) is the diagonal part of A relative to [.j], i.e.
A (0)=[(A.i , .j) $*i , *j], so is A ({)=[(A.i , .j) $(*i&*j), {].
As discussed in [Z2], the analogue of the space fourier coefficient is the
integral of _A against an eigenmeasure of Gt of eigenvalue eit {. Since weak
mixing systems have no L2-eigenfunctions other than constants, any such
eigenmeasure would have to be singular relative to d+. In the quantum
analogue, such a singular measure would correspond to a thin subspace of
L2(M). This vague reasoning motivates the
Definition. - 2 (or e it - 2) is quantum weak mixing if it is quantum
ergodic and if &6* A ({) 6*&2HS=o(N(*)) as *   for {{0. Equivalently, if
(A ({)* A ({)) =|(A) |2 ${, 0 ({ # R)
(where ${, 0 is the Kronecker function).
The equivalence will be shown below (Lemma 1).
Enlarging on [Z2, Theorem B], we will prove that classical weak mixing
implies quantum weak mixing. The converse is open. We will however prove
a converse theorem under the additional assumption:
Condition(VV) \{, lim
T A 
(A T ({)* A T ({)) =(A ({)* A ({))
which generalizes (V) to all { # R.
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Theorem 1. Gt is weak-mixing on S*M if and only if
(a) e it - 2 is quantum weak mixing.
(b) Condition (VV) holds.
One of the main properties of weak mixing is that it is stable under
cartesian product: i.e. Gt is weak mixing on S*M if and only if Gt_Gt is
weak mixing on S*M_S*M. The latter condition is of course different from
saying that Gt_Gt is weak mixing on S*(M_M), which of course is false
since q(x, !, y, ’)=H(x, !)&H(y, ’) is an invariant function. In the latter
part of Section 2 we will formute two quantum analogues of this product
property and prove that quantum weak mixing of - 2 on M implies quantum
weak-mixing of - 2x1+1- 2x on the kernel of - 2x1&1- 2x ,
where ‘‘kernel’’ is taken literally if spec(- 2) is simple (Theorem 2) and in
the ‘‘fuzzy’’ sense of GuilleminUribe in general (Theorem 3).
In Section 3 we will bring into the open the positive measure dmA on R
defined by
|
{+=
{&=
dmA :=\ lim*  
1
N(*)
:
*j*
i, j
|*i&*j&{|<=
|(A.i , .j) | 2+ .
Note that dmA is a finite measure since
|

&
dmA= lim
*  
1
N(*)
:
*j*
i, j
|(A.i , .j) | 2
= lim
*  
1
N(*)
:
*j*
&A*.j&2
&A&2.
We will show that dmA is the spectral measure d+_A for the geodesic flow
corresponding to the vector _A # L2(S*M). More precisely, let Vt :
L2(S*M)  L2(S*M) be the unitary operator (relative to Liouville
measure),
Vt f (x, w)= f (Gt(x, w)).
The spectral measure of Vt corresponding to f # L2 is the measure d+f
defined by
(Vt f, f )=|
R
e it { d+f ({).
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Theorem 4. dmA=d+_A .
This result, implicit in [Z2], gives an explanation of the conditions
(V)(VV). Indeed, it shows that any spectral condition on Gt can be for-
mulated in terms of the measures dmA , hence in terms of the transition
amplitudes (A.i , .j). For instance:
Corollary. (a) Gt is mixing on S*M if and only if: for all A # 90,
lim
|t|   |

&
e it {(dmA&|(A) | 2 $0)=0.
(b) On a compact hyperbolic manifold, dmA&|(A) | 2 $0 is a smooth
measure for all A # 90.
This corollary suggests a possible definition of quantum strong mixing,
namely that the condition in (a) holds. However, this definition would
simply equate quantum and classical mixing, rather than giving a quantum
(non-commutative) analogue of mixing as was the case for ergodicity and
weak-mixing. In those cases, the condition was on the weak limits A and
A ({). In the strong mixing case, the natural condition would be on the
operators At*A, where At=Ut*AUt . However, these operators do not have
weak limits as |t|  .
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we will recall several relevant facts of spectral asymptotics,
collect together some simple formulae, and prove the equivalence of the
various notions of quantum weak mixing.
Proposition 1.1. Let A # 9 0(M). Then
(i) lim
*  
1
N(*)
Tr 6* A6* :=(A) =
1
+(S*M) |S*M _A d+
(ii) lim
*  
1
N(*)
&6* A6*&2HS=
1
+(S*M) |S*M |_A|
2 d+.
Proof. (i) See [G].
(ii) This is a special case of the Szego limit theorem [G]. K
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Proposition 1.2. Let A # 9 0(M). Then
(i) &6* A 6*&2HS=Tr 6* A *A 6*= :
*j=*k*
j, k
|(A.j , .k) | 2
(ii) &6* A T (0)6*&2HS= :
*j , *k*
j, k }
sin T(*j&*k)
T(*j&*k) }
2
|(A.j , .k) | 2
(iii) Tr 6* A T (0)* A T (0)
= :
*k*
j, k
*j{*k
} sin T(*j&*k)T(*j&*k }
2
|(A.j , .k) | 2+Tr 6* A *A
(iv) Tr 6* A T (0)* A T (0)
=&6* A T (0) 6*&2HS+ :
*j>*
j, k
*k*
} sin T(*j&*k)T(*j&*k) }
2
|(A.j , .k) | 2.
Above, the convention is that (sin xx) | 0=1.
Proof. Left to reader. K
Proposition 1.3. Let A # 9 0. Then: ( for {{0)
(i) &6* A ({)6*&2HS= :
*j+{=*k
j, k
*j , *k*
|(A.j , .k) | 2
(ii) &6* A T ({)6*&2HS= :
*j , *k*
j, k }
sin T(*k&*j&{)
T(*k&*j&{) }
2
|(A.j , .k) | 2
(iii) Tr 6* A ({)* A ({)= :
*j+{=*k
j, k
*k*
|(A.j , .k) | 2
(iv) Tr 6* A T ({)* A T ({)
=Tr 6* A ({)* A ({)+ :
*j{*k+{
j, k
*k*
} sin T(*k&*j&{)T(*k&*j&{) }
2
|(A.j , .k) | 2.
Proof. Left to reader. K
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Proposition 1.4. The following notions of quantum weak mixing are
equivalent:
(a)
1
N(*)
&6* A ({) 6*&2  0, {{0
(b)
1
N(*)
Tr 6* A ({)* A ({)  0, {{0.
Proof. Compare the formulae in Proposition 1.3(i) and 3(iii). The only
difference is that the restriction *j* does not occur in (iii) but does occur
in (i). If {>0, *k* implies *j* so (i) O (iii). If {<0,
Tr 6* A ({)* A ({)&&6* A ({)6*&2HS= :
*<*j=*k+|{|
j, k
*k*
|(A.j , .k) | 2.
Since the right side is positive, (b) implies (a). On the other hand, since
*j*+|{|, all the terms on the right occur in &6*+|{| A ({)6*+|{|&2HS ,
and &6*+|{| A ({)6*+|{|&2HSTr 6* A ({)* A ({). Since N(*+|{| )=N(*)+
0(N(*)*), (a) implies (b). K
Now let us turn to condition (VV). The followinhg generalizes ([Su,
Lemma 2.2] to the case {{0.
Proposition 1.5. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) lim
T A 
(A T ({)* A T ({)) =(A ({)* A ({))
(b) (\=)(_$) : lim
*  
1
N(*)
:
0<|*k&(*j+{)|<$
j, k
*k*
|(A.j , .k) | 2<=.
Proof. By Propositions 1.2(iii) and 1.3(iv), (a) is equivalent to:
lim
T A 
ST ({)=0
where
ST ({)= lim
*  
1
N(*)
:
*j{*k+{
j, k
*k*
} sin T(*k&*j&{)T(*k&*j&{) }
2
|(A.j , .k) | .
The proof that limT   ST ({)=0 if and only if (b) is the same as for the
case {=0 [Su, Lemma 2.2]. K
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2. QUANTUM WEAK MIXING
The first purpose of this section is to give the
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1. According to the spectral characterization,
weak mixing is the property that the unitary translation operator
Vt : L2(S*M, d+)  L2(S*M, d+)
Vt f (x, |)= f (Gt(x, |))
has no L2-eigenfunctions other than constants. This can be reformulated in
terms of the partial mean Fourier transforms
FT ({) : L2(S*M, d+)  L2(S*M, d+)
given by
FT ({) f (x, |)=
1
2T |
T
&T
e&it {Vt f dt.
As in the von Neumann ergodic theorem [CFS, Theorem 4] FT ({) 
s P{
as T  , where P{ is the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace E{ of
Vt of eigenvalue eit {, and where the convergence is in the strong sense that
lim
T  
&FT ({) f &P{ f &L2=0
if f # L2. Hence weak mixing is equivalent to the property:
lim
T  
&FT ({) f &L2=0\ f # L20
where L20 :=[ f # L
2 : ( f, 1)=0]. This could also be seen from the Wiener
theorem relating point masses of a measure to the mean square of its par-
tial mean Fourier transforms.
The connection to matrix elements is given by
lim
*  
1
N(*)
&6* A T ({) 6*&2HS=&FT ({)_A&
2
L2 (2.1)
which follows from Proposition 1.3(ii) and from the Egorov theorem,
_(A T ({))=FT ({)_A .
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It follows that classical weak mixing is equivalent to the limit formula:
lim
T  
lim
*  
1
N(*)
&6* A T ({) 6*&2HS=0(\_A # L
2
0). (2.2)
Let us now assume that Gt is weak mixing. To prove (a) we use that
1
N(*)
&6* A T ({) 6*&2HS
1
N(*)
&6* A ({) 6*&2HS , (2.3)
as follows from Proposition 1.3. Taking the limit *   and then T  ,
and applying Proposition 1.4, we see that classical weak mixing implies
quantum weak mixing.
For part (b), we use that
lim
*  
Tr 6* A T ({)* A T ({)=&FT ({)_A&2L2 (2.4)
(by Proposition 1.1(i) and the Egorov theorem). Hence classical weak mix-
ing implies
lim
T  
lim
*  
Tr 6* A T ({)* A T ({)=0 (2.5)
if _A # L20 . On the other hand, by Proposition 1.4 and by part (a) (or by
repeating the above argument), we have
lim
*  
Tr 6* A ({)* A ({)=0. (2.6)
Part (b) then follows from (2.56).
To prove the converse, let us assume (a) and (b). From (b) it follows
that the condition
lim
T  
&FT({) _A&2L2=0
is equivalent to part (a). Hence (a) and (b) imply classical weak mixing. K
Remark. The implication that classical weak mixing implies (b) is con-
tained in [Z2, Theorem 2], although the condition is stated in the form of
Proposition 1.5(b). Some implications for off diagonal transition amplitudes
are also worked out there.
2.2. Behaviour under Products. Classical weak mixing is stable under
products: i.e. the following are equivalent [W]:
(a) Gt is weak-mixing on (S*M, d+)
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(b) Gt_Gt is weak-mixing on (S*M_S*M, d+_d+)
(c) Gt_Gt is ergodic on (S*M_S*M, d+_d+).
Our purpose now is to consider the quantum analogue of this product
behaviour.
The Hamiltonian of the product flow on T*M_T*M is
H (2)(x, !, y, ’)=H(x, !)+H(y, ’).
The corresponding operator is
P=- 2xI+I- 2y
on L2(M_M, d vold vol). However, Gt_Gt is weak mixing not on
S*(M_M) but on S*M_S*M, i.e. on the constraint surface
[H (2)=1] & [q=0]
where q(x, !, y, ’)=H(x, !)&H(y, ’). We wish to formulate the quantum
analogue of this constraint. Since q is the symbol of the operator
Q=- 2x 1&1- 2y : C(M_M)  C(M_M),
one quantum analogue of the constraint is the subspace
ker(Q)=span[.i .j : *i=*j].
However, this formulation of the analogue is problematic, in that the pro-
jection operator
6: L2(M_M)  ker(Q)
6=w- lim
T  
1
2T |
T
&T
UtU&t dt
is not a Fourier Integral Operator. Hence, the corresponding algebra of
observables
A6=[6A6 : A # 90(M_M)]
wil not consist of Fourier Integral, much less pseudo-differential, operators.
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This leads to some immediate difficulties in formulating the analogue even
of Proposition 1.1. For instance, the analogue of N(*) would be
N6(0) :=Tr66 (2)* = :
*i=*j
i, j
*i+*j*
1
= :
*i*2
i
mult(*i)
where mult(*i) is the multiplicity of *i and where 6 (2)* is the spectral pro-
jection for P on [0, *]. To our knowledge, the hypothesis of weak-mixing
of Gt is not sufficient to insure that N6 (*) has a well-defined asymptote as
*  . Similarly, N6 (*, A)=Tr 66 (2)* A is not known to have a well-
defined asymptote: Indeed, the method of proof of Proposition 1.1(i), that
of studying the singularity of the trace
Tr 6eit P
breaks down, since the trace need not have an isolated conormal
singularity at t=0.
We will shortly find a more reasonable formulation. However, we would
like to point out that, if spec(- 2) is simple, the naive formulation above
leads to reasonable results.
Proposition 2.1. Let A # 9 0(M_M) and suppose that (i) Gt is ergodic
on S*M, and (ii) that spec(- 2) is simple. Then
(A) := lim
*  
1
N6 (*)
Tr 6 (2)* 6A=
1
+(S*M)2 |S*M_S*M _A d+_d+
Proof. It suffices to take A of the form B1B2 with Bi # 90(M), since
any A # 90(M_M) can be expressed as a linear combination of such
decomposable elements.
We then have
N6 (*)=N \*2+=*[ j : *j*2]
Tr 6 (2)* 6B1B2= :
*j*2
(B1.j , .j)(B2.j , .j)
=
1
2
:
*j*2
[( (B1+B2)(.j , .j)) 2&(B1 .j , .j) 2
&(B2 .j , .j) 2].
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Now,
1
N(*)
:
*j*
(B.j , .j)2  |
S*M
_2B d+
since Gt is ergodic. Hence,
lim
*  
1
N6 (*)
Tr 6 (2)* 6B1 B2=|
S*M_S*M
_B1 _B2 d+_d+. K
Consider now the partial time averages
AT=
1
2T |
T
&T
e&it PAe it P dt
and the full time average
A =w- lim
T  
A T .
As in Proposition 1.2(iii), we have:
Proposition 2.2. If spec(- 2) is simple, then:
Tr 6 (2)* 6A T*AT= :
*j{*k
j, k }
sin T(*j&*k)
T(*j&*k) }
2
|(A.j.j , .k.k) |
+Tr 6* 6A *A .
Proof. Left to reader. K
The following is the first version of the product property:
Theorem 2. Suppose Gt is weak mixing and spec(- 2) is simple. Then
lim
*  
1
N6 (*)
Tr 6 (2)* 6A *A=|(A) |
2.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1,
lim
*  
1
N6 (*)
Tr 6 (2)* 6(A T&(A) )* (A T&(A) )
=|
S*(M)_S*(M) }
1
2T |
T
&T
(_A b (Gt_Gt)&(_A) ) dt }
2
d+_d+.
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If Gt is weak mixing, the left side tends to zero as T  . On the other
hand, by Proposition 2.2,
Tr 6 2* 6(A T&(A) )* (A T&(A) )Tr 6
2
* 6(A &(A) )* (A &(A) ).
It follows, as in Theorem 1, that
lim
*  
1
N6 (*)
Tr 6 2* 6(A &(A) )* (A &(A) )=0. K
Remark. For decomposable operators of the form A=BB*, this also
follows from the fact (B.i , .i)  S*M _B d+ along a density one sub-
sequence. Hence, for such operators, the theorem would only require that
Gt be ergodic.
Rather than developing this point of view further, we would like to discuss
a second formulation of the cartesian product of quantum mixing systems.
It arises from the ‘‘fuzzy ladder’’ theory of GuilleminUribe ([GU]), and
is closely related to quantum ergodicity of reduced Hamiltonian systems
with symmetry, as in [Z4]. It is more natural in that one never has to
leave the category of Fourier Integral Operators.
In this formulation, 6 gets replaced by a fuzzy projector
6 :=:
i, j
 (*i&*j) ?[*i] ?[*i] ,  # C

0 (R)
where of course ?[*] denotes the spectral projection on L2(M) for - 2
corresponding to the eigenvalue [*]. Evidently, 61=6. If  could be the
characteristic function 1[&=, =] of [&=, =], 6 would be the spectral projec-
tion corresponding to a strip around the diagonal. In general, one thinks
of 6 as an approximate projection corresponding to a smoothing of
1[&=, =](*i&*j).
The principal advantage of 6 is that it is a Fourier Integral Operator
in the algebra
R7=I*((M_M)_(M_M), 1)
where 1=[(z, ‘, z$, ‘$) # T*(M_M)_T*(M_M)"0 : _t : Gt_G&t(z, ‘)=
(z$, ‘$), (z, ‘, z$, ‘$) # 7_7], and where 7=[q=0]. As is well-known,
1 is a homogeneous Lagrangean submanifold of T*(M_M)_T*(M_M)"0;
I* denotes the corresponding space of Fourier Integral Operators. Since
1=1*=1 b 1, R7 is a V-algebra. We refer to [GS] and [GU] for further
details.
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R7 will now play the role of A6 above. In place of 6A6 we will use
6 A6 where  # C 0 (R). By letting  approach a step function, we will
get some concrete asymptotic formulae for transition amplitudes.
We begin by formulating an analogue to Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 2.3. Let 6 be as above, with  # C 0 (R), 0, (0)=1
on some interval [&=, =]. Let N (*)=Tr 6 6 (2)* , and S7=[_ # 7 :
H(_)=1]=S*M_S*M. Then for A # 90(M_M), we have:
(i) N (*)=+(S*M)2 *2n&1+0(*2n&2)
(ii) lim
*  
1
N (*)
Tr 6 (2)* 6 A=
1
+(S*M)2 |S7 _A d+_d+
(iii) lim
*  
1
N (*)
&6 (2)* 6 A6 6
(2)
(*)&
2
HS=
1
+(S*M)2 |S7 |_A|
2 d+_d+.
Proof (Sketch). (i) In the standard way, the asymptotics of N (*) is
deduced from the singularity at t=0 of
Tr 6 eit P.
This is a composition of Fourier Integral Operators, so under the clean
composition condition it will be a Lagrangian distribution on R, and the
symptotics of N (*) can be read off from its order and symbol at t=0.
The principal symbol of 6 is a 12-density (times a Maslov factor) on 1.
It may be identified with a 12-density on the conic manifold R_7, under the
Lagrange immersion
i: R_7  T*((M_M)_(M_M))"0
(t, _) [ (_, Gt_G&t(_)).
Since R_7 carries the natural 12-density |dt|
12  |d_| 12, where |d_| is the
surface density ( |dx 7 d! 7 dy 7 d’| )|dq| on 7, and since it carries a
Gt_G&t invariant Maslov section, we can identify symbol s of elements in
R7 with scalar functions on R_7. The symbol of 6 is easily seen to be
 (t) (for example see [TU, Lemma 2.6]; note that 6=(Q)).
The composite 6 eit P is a Fourier Integral Operator associated to the
relation C=[(t, {, #, Gt_Gt(#)) : # # 1, {+H(#)=0]T*(R_(M_M)_
(M_M)). C also carries a natural 12-density induced from the map
j: R_R_7  C
(t1 , t2 , _)  (t1 ,&H(_), #, Gt1_Gt1(#)
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where #=(_, Gt2_G&t2(_)). The principal symbol of 6 eit P can be iden-
tified with a Maslov factor times  (t2) |dt1| 12  |dt2| 12 |d_| 12. Taking
the trace corresponds to intersecting C with T*R_diag(T*(M_M)_
T*(M_M)) and pushing forward to T*R. Under j this intersection
corresponds to the fixed points of Gt1_Gt1 on R_7 under the action
Gt1_Gt1(t2 , _)=(t2 , G t1_G t1(_)).
When t1=0, the fixed point set is all of R_7, and the pushforward is the
1
2-density +_+(S7)(R  (t) dt) |d{|
12 on T0*(R). The order d of the trace
at t=0 is defined so that +_+(7 & H*)tC*d for some constant C.
Evidently, d=2 dim M&1.
By a standard Tauberian argument, which is not actually necessary for
(ii) or (iii), the error term has one degree lower order.
(ii) The only change to the preceding is that the symbol of 6 A6
is  V  (t) i*(_A), where _A is short for _A |1 . Under the pushforward, the
principal symbol of Tr 6 Aeit P at t=0 is (S7 _A d+_d+) (0). Taking
the quotient with N (*) and passing to the limit, we get (ii).
(iii) This is a Szego-limit type formula, applied to the element
6 A6 # R7 rather than to a pseudo differential operator, as in [HoIV].
The proof in the latter case is easily adapted to R7 . The main point is that
Tr(6 (2)* 6 A6 6
(2)
* )* (6
(2)
* 6 A6 6
(2)
* )
=Tr 6 (2)* 6*A*6*6 A6 6
(2)
* +o(N (*)).
This is shown by writing the middle 6 (2)* as I&6*
(2)= and expanding. The
details are similar to the pseudo differential case and we refer to [HoIV,
Theorem 29.1.7] for the details.
It follows then by (ii) that the limit in (iii) equals
|
R
|
S7
_(6*A*6*6 A6) dt } d+_d+
=|
R
 _ V  V  (t) dt } |
S7
|_A| 2 d+_d+
=|
S7
|_A| 2 d+_d+,
as |(0)|=1. K
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Henceforth, we will regard R7 as the V-algebra of observables on
L2(M_M). We note that
Ad(eit P): R7  R7
is an automorphism, where Ad(eit P)B=e&it PBe it B. This follows from the
fact that 1 commutes with graph (Gt_Gt). Therefore, if A # R7
A T ({)=
1
2T |
T
&T
e&it PAe it Pe&it { dt
is also in R7 .
Definition. e it - 2 on L2(M) is product-weak-mixing on L2(M_M) if,
for any A # 90(M_M) and 6 # R7 as above,
&6 (2)* 6 A ({) 6 6
(2)
* &
2
HS=o(N (*)) as *  .
Here, A ({)=w-limT   A T ({).
Note that 6 commutes with eit P so 6 A ({)=(6 A)7 ({). We have
defined product-mixing only for the special elements 6 A # R7 , but the
definition extends immediately to elements of R7 whose symbols lie in
C0 (R, S
0(7)). (Here, S0(7) is the space of zero-th order symbols on 7.)
Our second version of the product property is:
Theorem 3. Suppose e it - 2 is quantum weak mixing on L2(M). Then
e it - 2 is product-weak-mixing on L2(M_M).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we have:
lim
*  
1
N (*)
&6 (2)* 6 A T({) 6 6
(2)
* &
2
HS=&FT ({)_A&
2
L2
where & b &L2 is the norm on L2(S*M_S*M) and where
FT ({) _A (x, w, x$, w$)=
1
2T |
T
&T
_A (Gt_Gt(x, w, x$, w$))e&it { dt.
This holds because
_(Ad(eisP) 6 A)(t, _)= (t) _A (Gs(_))
as a scalar symbol on R_7, and because of the Szego limit formula
Proposition 2.3(iii).
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Hence, for {{0 or if {=0 for _A # L20 (S*M_S*M), we have
lim
T  
lim
*  
1
N (*)
&6 (2)* 6 A T ({) 6 6
(2)
* &
2
HS=0.
However, exactly as in Proposition 2.3,
&6 (2)* 6 A T ({) 6 6
(2)
* &
2
HS&6
(2)
* 6 6
(2)
* &
2
HS .
Here we have used that 6 AT 6@ =6 A T 6 and 6 A6@ ({)=
6 A T 6 . This completes the proof. K
We end this section with some concrete consequences of Theorem 3 for
transition amplitudes.
An orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions of P on L2(M_M) is given by
.i.j (x, y)=.i (x) .j (y) : P.i .j=(*i+*j).i.j .
Hence,
&6 (2)* 6 A ({) 6 6 (2)* &2HS
= :
*i *j*
i, j, k, l
(*i&*j) (*k&*l) |(A ({) .i .j , .k.l ) | 2
= :
*i *j*
i, j, k, l
*i+*j=*k+*l+{
(*i&*j) (*k&*l) |(A.i.j , .k .l) | 2.
Hence, for {{0 or if _A # L20 for {=0,
lim
*  
*&2n+1 :
*i , *j*
i, j, k, l
*i+*j=*k+*l+{
(*i&*j) (*k&*l) |(A.i.j , .k.l) | 2=0.
This result has a different character from that of Theorem 2, since
N6 (*)t*n but N (*)t*2n&1, In an obvious sense, Theorem 2 is the case
where =$0 .
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3. SPECTRAL MEASURES
The purpose of this section is to give the
Proof of Theorem 4. Let A # 90, and consider the operator At*A # 9 0
with At=Ut*AUt . We have by Proposition 2.1,
lim
*  
1
N(*)
Tr 6* At*A=(Vt _A , _A),
or
lim
*  
1
N(*)
:
*k*
j, k
eit(*j&*k) |(A.j , .k) | 2=(Vt _A , _A) (3.1)
where ( , ) is the inner product on L2(S*M).
Let us define the positive measure dmA ({) on R by the formula
|
R
f ({) dmA ({)= lim
*  
1
N(*)
:
*k*
j, k
f (*j&*k) |(A.j , .k) | 2.
Clearly dmA is a positive linear functional on Cb (R) (the bounded con-
tinuous functions). By (3.1) and the spectral theorem, we have
|
R
eit { dmA ({)=(Vt _A , _A)
=|
R
eit { d+_A({)
where d+_A is the spectral measure for Vt corresponding to _A . K
Proof of Corollary. (a) Immediate.
(b) Since _A # C(S*M), (Vt (_A&(_A) ), _A) is exponential decay
as |t|  . Hence d+_A&|(_A) |
2 $0 and dmA&|(A) | 2 $0 are smooth. K
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